The NAIST Virtual Open Campus consists of virtual NAIST campus (“Gather”), a virtual space for introducing the research of all laboratories, and live streaming events using an online conference system.

(1) Virtual NAIST campus
- You can actually experience the atmosphere of walking around the NAIST campus.
- You can see the 360 degrees inside of each building with 3D video contents.
- In the Information Science (IS), Biological Science (BS), and Materials Science (MS) buildings, you can learn our research and admissions. At the entrance, following live events are provided:
  - Entrance exam guidance (Japanese only) and individual entrance exam consultation booths.
  - At the entrance of Administration building, following live events are provided:
    - study abroad to NAIST
    - career counseling service, etc.

(2) Virtual space to introduce the research outline of all laboratories
- A list of all research summaries is available.
- In the detailed information of each laboratory, you can see a video message from the faculty member and learn their research.
- You will be able to participate in more than 100 live events conducted by about 80 laboratories. The events will include real-time and interactive research introductions, interviews with faculty members, and interaction with current students.

If you're not sure what to look for...
- If you want to know information about online admissions and NAIST’s research themes: Go to the entrance of either IS, BS, or MS buildings.
- If you want to know NAIST’s labs that you are interested, please visit “Virtual space to introduce the research outline of all laboratories” and take a look at the introduction panel of laboratories.
- From the panel of each laboratory, you can also access the live events hosted by the laboratory. You can ask questions directly to the professor and interact with the students who belong to the laboratory.
- If you want to know about career support, etc., go to Administration building and join live events provided by the Career Support Office.